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DO INCENTIVE PLANS

REALLY

WORK?
BY LINDA ULRICH

VER THE YEARS, MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN
about whether incentives can motivate employee
behavior. Money is one factor in driving employee
performance, and an incentive can focus
employees’ attention on specific actions and
behaviors that can help an organization achieve
desired results. Take the example of a basketball team that consistently focuses on improving
foul shooting. This effort can pay off with additional scoring opportunities that can change a
potential loss into a win.
It’s the same principle with incentives—focusing employees on specific
behaviors can lead to desired results. Incentives are a little more complex
because motivation is involved as well as skill. Generally, employees are
motivated to perform their jobs well. But the employee also has to view the
incentive as worth the extra effort she has to put forth to achieve it. If the
incentive is not perceived as valuable or if he doesn’t think goals are attainable, an incentive won’t be successful as a reward measure.
If your organization is thinking about implementing an incentive plan or
even modifying its current program, consider these several fundamentals:
> Link the incentive plan to your organization’s strategic goals.
> Set tangible objectives.
> Decide who should participate and how much to pay.
> Test your plan, monitor it and modify it.
> Communicate and train employees.
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INCENTIVE

The Business-Strategy Connection

Regardless of whether your organization decides on an
First and foremost, you must ensure that you link your
individual or team award or a combination of both, you
incentive plan to your organization’s business strategy.
need to evaluate how much will be paid for what level of
Start with your organization’s long- and short-term straperformance, and what the mix should be between base
tegic goals. If customer service has been identified as critsalary and the incentive. Keep abreast of what other
ical, behaviors that lead to better customer service should
companies are paying for both base salary and incentives.
be rewarded.
If you offer a base salary that is too low, even
To focus employees on the right behaviors,
if you have an incentive plan, you may
your organization needs to translate its
not be able to attract the type of indiWhen designing a
business strategy into tangible objectives.
vidual you need. The employee may be
While your goal may be to improve overall
able to go elsewhere for less pay at risk.
successful incentive
profitability, is it also to expand your cusOnce you have made the decision
plan, focus on the
tomer base, increase product penetration
about who will participate in the
with your customers, retain your current
incentive plan and how much you will
most important
customers or improve your profit maroffer, you need to determine how you
gins? It may be all of the above. When
will deliver it. Alternatives for paying
goals. Make it simple
designing a successful incentive plan,
an incentive include a commission on
to understand, with
focus on the most important goals. Make
specific sales, a bonus or an incentive
it simple to understand, with goals that
paid on achievement of a number of
goals that employees
employees have control over and can
goals (both quantitative methods), a
can achieve.
achieve. But don’t include too many goals;
recognition program (qualitative
otherwise, the employee is uncertain as to
method) or even a combination of a
which goals are most important.
few. And don’t forget to celebrate little
wins along the way with small rewards such
Participation and Payout
as movie passes or lunch for the group.
After you set your objectives, determine participation and
If you are implementing a quantitative program, it is
payout. Identify which of your employees can affect those
imperative to analyze various cost scenarios—particularly
objectives. Different incentive plans are generally necessary
worst and best-case payout situations. Is there a maximum?
for different groups of employees depending on the nature
What’s the cost if everyone achieves it? Otherwise, you
of an employee’s work and her ability to influence results.
may find that you are paying out more than you anticipated.
Management incentive plans will vary greatly from a
Recognition programs often are used for more qualitasales commission plan. The “NTCA 2016 Compensation and
tive plans; these include gift vouchers, tickets to sporting
Benefits Report” shows that a significant number of manevents, electronics, award plaques and even companyagement and other employees receive an incentive in the
logo merchandise. Try different programs to determine
independent telecommunications industry. Most organizawhat works best for your company. A successful incentive
tions view the customer service role to be key for improving
plan must be tested, monitored and modified. Don’t put
product penetration with customers, and customer service
it on auto-pilot. It needs to be evaluated regularly to
reps (CSRs) are typically incentivized. In fact, cash awards determine if it is achieving your goals.
are used among about 60% of survey participants for their
Finally, no program can be successful if it isn’t comcustomer service employees, as are a range of payouts.
municated to employees. Messaging is key. Engage your
employees. They inherently want to do a good job.
Individual or Team Awards
Communicate what the company needs to do, why they
An incentive can be individual or team-based. Both are
are doing it and how employees can help. Meeting with
widely used and depend on the culture and composition
employees and training them on a new program will start
of participants. As an example, Granite State
things off on the right foot. Coaching may be necessary
Communications (Weare, N.H.) finds that individual
to keep staff up to date with new products, new skills or
awards work best for employees, and the company pays
changed expectations.
commissions based on individual achievements. On the
KPU Telecommunications (Ketchikan, Alaska) has found
other hand, USConnect uses team awards, finding that
that weekly CSR meetings are a great way to discuss new
its employees are more energized by peer competition in
products, to review policies, to coach and role-play difficult
a group. Both organizations, however, recognize that
situations that have come up, as well as to discuss soluusing contests is an approach that keeps employees
tions employees have devised for difficult clients. Hiring
engaged and motivated.
the right person is paramount, so KPU spends significant
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time upfront in the hiring process to
ensure that new employees have the
right skill set and attributes for the job.
The telco has found that testing for specific skills—the ability to operate in a
fast-paced environment, to multitask
and to problem-solve, and to think
quickly to help find a solution for their
customers—is important for success.
All these efforts pay off, and organizations that spend the time developing a
sound incentive program and communicating it well have been successful in
achieving their desired results and improving performance. The added value of a
performance-based incentive is that it
delivers more pay to better performers in
a world of low-merit increases.
Linda Ulrich is the president & managing director
of Pay and People Consulting, LLC. Contact her at
linda@payandpeople.consulting or 413-262-6739.

Tune in as
NTCA Chief Executive Officer
Shirley Bloomfield discusses
hot topics with industry
leaders and lawmakers who
are working to drive the rural
broadband industry forward.

Your company’s future
is riding on your insurer’s
financial strength!
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Doug Boone
NTCA Board President
Watch the latest episodes at
www.ntca.org/broadbandbeat.
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